Junior Backend Developer - 2018
Do you want to solve challenging problems, like serving hundreds of thousands of
requests per second while doing tens of deployments per day? Do you want to
compete globally at a world-class startup? Do you like optimization and cannot leave
it alone until you have squeezed that last millisecond?
We are growing again! At mediasmart we are looking for a junior engineer to join our
technology team, whose main function will be to develop for the backend and to
manage our servers.
We are looking for a person willing to learn our technology stack and our business.
This is a entry level position. We expect a good grasp of modern Javascript but we
will teach you what is needed from our stack. Reporting to the head of backend, you
will partake in our backend dev team.

Key Responsibilities
● Deliver new code fast and reliably, and always ensure that it works in
production.
● Be able to promptly solve issues directly in the existing code.
● Proactively analyse areas to improve and propose projects to make our
product more effective.
● When necessary, interact directly with customers or partners to clarify
technical issues or help with integrations.

Desired Skills & Experience
●
●
●
●
●
●

Knowledge of JavaScript and some other language.
Some experience with Git version control.
Basic Linux administration.
Good communication skills, oral and written.
Proactivity, critical thinking and good disposition for working in teams.
Fluency in English.

Bonus Experience
● Experience with Node.js.
● Experience with Go.
● Experience with NoSQL and big data databases: BigQuery, Redis, RocksDB,
MongoDB...
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● Experience in cloud computing like AWS or GCP.
● Interest in machine learning and statistics.
Don’t worry if you lack some of the requirements; we would teach you everything
needed rather than passing on the right person.

What We Offer
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Competitive salary.
Permanent contract.
Career plan.
Courses (related online or offline courses you might like).
Flexible hours and partial remote work.
Join a motivated and innovative team using state of the art technologies.
Do work that makes a difference.

Apply to jobs@mediasmart.io with “Junior Backend Developer” in the subject,
including:
● Links to personal projects (or to your GitHub account),
● Up-to-date resume (can be a link to LinkedIn or similar),
● Why you want to work with us.
Or you can use t his form.
If you are selected you will have to be ready to show us your most relevant projects,
and enter a selection process that will include reading and writing JavaScript code.

About m
 ediasmart
mediasmart is the first Spanish company focusing on the real time optimisation of
mobile advertising (both on smartphones and tablets) using its proprietary
technology platform.
mediasmart was one of the first movers into the mobile programmatic ecosystem,
having launched in Jan 2012. It’s platform gives access to global mobile inventory –
both in mobile apps and web – from more than twenty seven ad exchanges/SSPs,
and it has successfully proven throughout the years that its algorithms can
effectively manage big data to deliver results. A proven and scalable technology,
currently handling more than 800,000 ad requests per second, mediasmart can be
used directly by clients on a self-serve basis or via APIs, and it handles both RTB and
programmatic direct buys.
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With offices in Madrid, London and Paris, mediasmart includes a team of mobile and
advertising experts, and is backed by well-known investors Kibo Ventures (Aquilino
Peña), KOMM Investment (Michael Kleindl) and Inveready.
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